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Introduction: The diagnosis, adequate and the execution of dental restoration in the
anterior segment, is a subject of vital importance in the development of reliable treatment
plans and with predictable results in fundamental aspects such as biological, functional and
aesthetic integration. The implementation techniques are based on the objective of the
treatment.
Objective: to make known the importance of performing an adequate diagnosis and
treatment plan that allows analyzing the aesthetic parameters of the patient, assessing the
existing problems in the oral cavity and exercising a new alternative for the development of
more predictable treatments.
Presentation of the clinical case: A 45-year-old male patient presented aesthetic
restorations on teeth 11 and 21 with 4 years old in poor condition.

Background
The prosthetic rehabilitation should be done by
studying four parameters: aesthetics, function, tooth
structure and biology or oral health.2,3

The diagnosis is the determination of the nature of a
disease, in prosthesis is the reproduction of some part
of the oral or facial cavity for the purpose of study and
planning of treatment defining it as the sequence of
planned procedures.1

According to Spear, the diagnostic sequence should
begin with the aesthetic study and continue with the
functional, structural and biological study. However,
the sequence of the treatment plan would be opposite,
that is, start treating the biological problems to restore
oral health (elimination of caries, modification of the
bone and / or gums, endodontics or extractions),
continue with the restoration of the defects structural

The Prosthodontics is the branch of Dentistry whose
objective is the diagnosis, planning of treatment,
rehabilitation and maintenance of the function,
aesthetics and health of patients with clinical
conditions associated with the lack of teeth or
deficient and / ormaxillofacial tissues using
biocompatible substitutes.1
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and the relocation of dental pieces, which will lead us
to rehabilitate the function and aesthetics.4

Diagnosis and treatment:


A multidisciplinary approach is essential to obtain all
the necessary perspectives and thus carryout a correct
execution of the treatment. As dentists we must have
knowledge of the aesthetic and functional principles of
natural teeth in order to detect factors that may alter
the structure of the smile, system function and
phonetics.5





Several techniques have been designed to help
clinicians and dental technicians determine the correct
treatment plan for definitive restorations. This includes
observation of soft tissues, gingival replicas and
temporary restorations.6,7,8



The transfer of the aesthetic and functional parameters
that are analyzed in a clinical trial allows the direct
evaluation by both the patient and the profesional of
the desired result; this procedure improves patientclinicallaboratory
communication,
avoids
speculation.9

Conclusion
Due to the complexity of the upper anterior sector
(esthetic zone) it is essential to consider the aesthetics
and functionality of the dental pieces, therefore, it is
essential to make an adequate diagnosis and treatment
plan in order to return the patient to proper functioning
of the stomatognathic system without overlooking
aesthetics.

Presentation of the clinical case







Periodontal Dx: gingival tissues of the
anterior superior sector according to Coslet
with passive eruption type 1 subgroup B plus
gingival enlargement in upper anterior sector
induced by dentobacterial plaque.
Prosthetic Dx: middle line deviated, medium
smile, free metal crowns of teeth 11 and 21
mismatched and resins with filtration on teeth
12 and 22.
Tx Qx: crown lengthening of the upper
anterior sextant.
Prosthetic Tx: temporization with mock-up
(protemp 5), placement of e-maxlithium
disilicate crowns stratified on teeth 12, 11, 21
and 22, resinveneers on teeth 13 and 24.

45 year old male patient.
Personal pathological background: questioned
and denied.
Personal
non-pathological
background:
interrogated and denied.
Goes to the specialty of oral prosthesis in
Naval Medical Center, for presenting esthetic
restorations on teeth 11 and 21 with 4 years
old, referring to wanting to change them since
aesthetically they do not like, but has a limited
budget.
Clinically gingival tissues of the upper
anterior hyperplastic sector are observed due
to over contouring and poorly sealed aesthetic
restorations, medium gingival biotype,
without pathological clinical data in hard
tissue, Angle I Class, without left canine
protection, right anterior cross bite, with
protection mutual and group function, anterior
contact in centric occlusion of 2 mm to
vertical and horizontal overlap, absence of
tooth 23, presence of multiple misaligned
dental restorations and carious processes.

In the clinical case presented, the patient stated that he
had por prostheses because they didnot allow him to
perform a good sanitation, causing discomfort and
difficulty at the time of feeding and aesthetically they
were not to his liking. It was decided to perform a
Mock Up (sketch) which allows us to predict, evaluate
and define the treatment in order to meet the needs of
the patient by restoring the entire stomatognathic
system with the ideal aesthetic, thus achieving success
in rehabilitation. The general objective of this work is
to make known the importance of making an adequate
diagnosis and treatment plan that allows to analyze the
aesthetic parameters of the patient, evaluate the
existing problems in the oral cavity and exercise a new
alternative for the development of more predictable
treatments .
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Annexes:
Extraoral photos:

Intraoral photos before treatment:
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Assembly and waxing:

Surgical procedure:
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Provisionalization (mock-up):

Treatment results:
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